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Dell Video Conferencing Monitors
Dell 24 Video Conferencing Monitor C2422HE 
Dell 27 Video Conferencing Monitor C2722DE 
Dell 34 Curved Video Conferencing Monitor C3422WE

Reviewer’s Guide
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Dell Video Conferencing Monitors from C Series
C2422HE / C2722DE / C3422WE

Team up seamlessly with these video conferencing monitors from our new Collaboration Series. 
The Dell 24, 27 and 34 Video Conferencing Monitors are the world’s first video conferencing monitors certified for Microsoft Teams*, 

making collaboration easier and more efficient wherever you work. 

POP-UP 5MP IR CAMERA

SECURE FACIAL RECOGNITION WITH 

WINDOWS HELLO 

*Based on Dell analysis of publicly available information of competitive desktop monitors, October 2020. AD # G20000382

DEDICATED MICROSOFT TEAMS BUTTON

INTEGRATED DUAL 5W SPEAKERS

3 SIDE ULTRATHIN BEZEL

24” FHD

34” CURVED WQHD

27” QHD
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Team up. Seamlessly.

One button, tons of benefits: As the world’s first video conferencing monitors certified for Microsoft Teams, you can join 
meetings faster, end meetings, respond to notifications or launch the application with the one-touch Microsoft Teams 
button. Plus, the LED button flashes to notify you about an alert. 

Collaborate like you’re there: With the high definition 5MP IR camera, dual 5W integrated speakers and noise-canceling 
mic, you can feel in-person even while you’re remote. 

Quick, safe protection: Save time signing in with secure, Windows Hello facial recognition that’s faster than 
remembering and typing you password. Biometric sensors activate, and scan your face, eliminating the threat of hacking 
and providing enterprise-level security.

Personalized convenience: Say what you need and let Cortana do the rest with hands-free commands. 
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Immersive collaboration with C3422WE: 
Increased screen curvature improves your field 
of view, reduces reflections and creates near-
uniform visual focus. Razor sharp video clarity 
of the pop-up 5MP IR camera gives you more 
than twice the details and zoom of a 2MP on a 
wide, beautiful panoramic screen. 

Dual 5W integrated speakers deliver clear, 
vibrant communication from any workspace 
quashing background chatter with noise-
canceling microphone. 

Enhanced security: The pop-up web camera 
hides safely out of sight when not in use, and 
there’s an intelligent layer of security with facial 
recognition through Windows Hello. 

Seamless video from all angles: FHD video 
with 30 frames per second rate delivers 
seamless, media-quality video and stunning 
screen clarity. The 178o /178o wide viewing 
angle presents superior views and consistent 
colors ideal for video conferencing. 

World class video conferencing
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Immersive collaboration with C3422WE: Increased screen curvature improves your field of view, reduces reflections and creates near-uniform 
visual focus. Razor sharp video clarity of the pop-up 5MP IR camera gives you more than twice the details and zoom of a 2MP on a wide, beautiful 
panoramic screen. 

Comfort is key: Tilt, swivel and adjust the height of your monitor to a maximum of 150mm because you should be comfortable while you work. 
(Full adjustability: tilt, pivot, swivel and height adjustability available on 27” and 32”. The 34-inch curved monitor does not have pivot functionality)

Easy on the eyes: ComfortView Plus is an always-on, built-in low blue light screen that optimizes eye comfort by reducing potentially harmful blue 
light emissions while delivering excellent color accuracy. 

Beauty meets function: This sleek monitor features a small based and an improved cable management design that hides cables in the monitor riser, 
for a clutter-free desk space at your office or home office. 

Designed with you in mind: Navigate the menu and adjust screen settings with the easy-to-use joystick control. 

Collaborate in comfort
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Connect to productivity: With wired 
connectivity options like RJ45 and USB-C®, your 
monitor delivers reliable Ethernet, power, audio 
and video – all in a clutter-free setup. 

The power of USB-C: Get up to 90W of power 
delivery via USB-C and charge your laptop (even 
when the monitor is off) with the Always On 
Power Delivery feature. 

Enhanced manageability: Managing your 
monitor is easy with MAC address pass through, 
PXE Boot, and Wake-on-LAN conveniently built 
in. 

Multitask efficiently: Connect two PCs to the 
monitor and display the content at the same time 
with Picture-by-Picture (Pbp) and Picture-in-
Picture (PiP) features. Use the KVM (keyboard, 
video and mouse) functionality to edit content 
from two different PCs. 

Your productivity hub
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Streamline everyday tasks 
with Dell Display Manager 

Enhance productivity with multitasking features 
• Organize multiple applications into up to 38 preset templates and 5 

customizable layouts  with Dell Easy Arrange.
• Restore previous applications quickly and easily via Auto Restore.
• Display Matrix Control extends viewable workspace up to 16 

monitors via the new spanning feature.
• Automode easily configures to your preset display settings as you 

multitask.

Easy configuration with convenient keys and commands 

• Shortcut keys can save you time, allowing quick access to commonly 

used controls that let you work faster.

• Adjust brightness, contrast and resolution directly through the software. 

Efficient manageability with remote and energy conservation

• Manage your display inventory by generating an asset management 

report to  tag display ID and settings within your business environment.

• Remotely manage your display environment with OSD, power and 

active input control .

• Manage energy consumption when your monitor is not in use via 

PowerNap

Dell Display Manager enhances everyday 
productivity through comprehensive management 
tools giving you optimal front of screen experience, 
efficient display management and easy, effortless 
multitasking.

Download Dell Display Manager software from 
dell.com/ddm today.

* Dell Display Manager currently only works with windows systems.
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Green thinking: for today and tomorrow

• Environmental standards: These monitors meet the latest 

regulatory and environmental standards such as EnergyStar®, 

EPEATTM, China Energy Label CEL and CECP. 

• Eco-conscious packaging: To reduce our manufacturing 

impact on the environment, these monitors are shipped 

Styrofoam-free, and the packaging is made of at least 75% 

recycled cardboard. 

• Energy conservation: Save energy when your monitor is not 

in use with PowerNap from Dell Display Manager software; a 

feature that dims or puts your monitor to sleep when not in 

use. 

• Advancing sustainability: Dell Technologies is committed to 

reducing environmental impact throughout the product 

lifecycle. Read more about our commitment to sustainability 

and our 2030 social impact goal here. 

https://corporate.delltechnologies.com/en-us/social-impact/reporting/2030-goals.htm#filter=sustainability
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✚Gain peace of mind working onscreen 

even over extended periods without 

compromising eye comfort with 

ComfortView Plus and flicker free 

technology 

✚Tilt, swivel and adjust the height of your 

monitor to a maximum of 140mm for a 

comfortable setup all day long.

✚Experience outstanding wired 

connection with RJ45

✚Managing your monitor is easy with 

MAC Address pass-through, PXE Boot, 

and Wake-on-LAN conveniently built in

✚Easily setup and declutter your desk 

with USB-C with up to 90W of power 

delivery. 

Collaboration, comfort and 

convenience

World class 

video conferencing 
Superior connectivity, 

easy manageability
✚World’s first 24” FHD video conferencing 

monitor tested, validated and certified for 

Microsoft Teams

✚Razor sharp video clarity of the pop-up 

5MP IR camera with dual 5W integrated 

speakers and password-free, secure 

facial recognition sign-in with Windows 

Hello as well as hands-free commands 

with Microsoft Cortana™

RTS: FEB 2021

Dell 24 Video Conferencing Monitor 

C2422HE 
Team up seamlessly with the

world’s first 24” video conferencing monitor

certified for Microsoft Teams.*

ComfortView

Plus
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RTS: FEB 2021

Dell 27 Video Conferencing Monitor 

C2722DE 
Team up seamlessly with the

world’s first 27” video conferencing monitor

certified for Microsoft Teams.*

✚Gain peace of mind working onscreen 

even over extended periods without 

compromising eye comfort with 

ComfortView Plus and flicker free 

technology 

✚Tilt, swivel and adjust the height of your 

monitor to a maximum of 140mm for a 

comfortable setup all day long.

✚Experience outstanding wired 

connection with RJ45

✚Managing your monitor is easy with 

MAC Address pass-through, PXE Boot, 

and Wake-on-LAN conveniently built in

✚Easily setup and declutter your desk 

with USB-C with up to 90W of power 

delivery. 

Collaboration, comfort and 

convenience

World class 

video conferencing 
Superior connectivity, 

easy manageability
✚World’s first 27” QHD video conferencing 

monitor tested, validated and certified for 

Microsoft Teams

✚Razor sharp video clarity of the pop-up 

5MP IR camera with dual 5W integrated 

speakers and password-free, secure 

facial recognition sign-in with Windows 

Hello as well as hands-free commands 

with Microsoft Cortana™

ComfortView

Plus
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World class 

video conferencing 
✚Immerse in productive collaboration with 

the world’s first 34” curved video 

conferencing monitor certified for 

Microsoft Teams

✚Razor sharp video clarity of the pop-up 

5MP IR camera with dual 5W integrated 

speakers and password-free, secure 

facial recognition sign-in with Windows 

Hello as well as hands-free commands 

with Microsoft Cortana™

RTS: FEB 2021

Dell 34 Video Conferencing Curved Monitor 

C3422WE 
Team up seamlessly with the 

world’s first 34” curved video conferencing monitor 

certified for Microsoft Teams.*

✚Gain peace of mind working onscreen 

even over extended periods without 

compromising eye comfort with 

ComfortView Plus and flicker free 

technology 

✚Tilt, swivel and adjust the height of your 

monitor to a maximum of 140mm for a 

comfortable setup all day long.

✚Experience outstanding wired 

connection with RJ45

✚Managing your monitor is easy with 

MAC Address pass-through, PXE Boot, 

and Wake-on-LAN conveniently built in

✚Easily setup and declutter your desk 

with USB-C with up to 90W of power 

delivery. 

Collaboration, comfort and 

convenience

World class 

video conferencing 

Superior connectivity, 

easy manageability

ComfortView

Plus




